In this paper, a new method for controller reduction of linear time invariant systems is presented. The method is based on newly defined controllability and observability grammians which are calculated from input to state and state to output characteristics of the controller in a certain frequency domain. These grammians are defined for the closed loop system to keep the performance of original controller. The main idea of this method is based on Moores model reduction. The relation of this method with weighted frequency model reduction of Enns will be described by a commutative diagram. The stability property of the new method is investigated. It is shown that the stability for two sided weights can be preserved under certain conditions. The simulation results show the effectiveness of this novel technique.
INTRODUCTION
There are many controller design methods such as LQR , H 2 , H ∞ , . . . for high order models which often lead to high order controllers. As the reduced order controllers are easier to understand and have less complication, it is desired to reduce the order of such high order controllers. Many controller reduction methods for linear systems have recently been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The main idea of many of these methods is that the reduced order controller has the same performance as the full order controller when the closed loop system is considered in a certain bandwidth. Based on [8] , there are two main controller reduction methods, which are known as direct and indirect method. In direct method, a low-order controller is designed by minimizing a quadratic performance index subject to a certain order constraint. In indirect method, first a high-order controller is found then it is simplified. Most controller reduction methods and also the new technique in this paper are based on indirect approach.
One of the main model and controller reduction techniques is frequency weighted method which was first introduced by Enns [8] and further developed by others [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Enns showed that by selecting certain weights, the accuracy of model reduction could be improved. Enns weights should be one sided for stability property and he could not show that two sided weights can make the system stable. One important contribution of this paper is the stability result for two sided weights which further completes the Enns work. Others eg [3, 5] have also tried to develop new methods for two sided weights which can keep the stability of the reduced model. Yousefi and Lohmann [10] have considered the instability in frequency weighted controller reduction methods based on similarity transformations. Houlis and Sreeram [7] have tried to approximate a low order controller for problems in a doublesided frequency weighted form. Ghafoor and Sreeram [11] have proposed a complete survey of frequency weighted balanced model and controller reduction techniques.
The main idea of this paper is based on Moores model reduction approach [12] but in frequency domain. Moreover, unlike to the Moore method which is for an open loop plant here the closed loop system is considered. From a physical interpretation view, the input to state and the state to output energies of the transfer function to be reduced is considered and new controllability and observability grammians for the system in the closed loop framework are defined. Because these grammians are based on a physical interpretation, the results of controller reduction with these grammians are better than other controller reduction techniques. One interesting result is that by defining new weights, these grammians can be related to Enns frequency weighted grammians.
It is obvious that most of the systems are designed to work in a certain frequency domain. This method enables the designer to select the frequency range of interest for the best performance.
The structure of the paper is as follows; model reduction based on balanced realization and frequency weighted model reduction together with the recent reduction techniques is briefly reviewed in section 2. In section 3, the new controllability and observability grammians for the controller with closed loop consideration is introduced. The relation of new grammians to the grammians of the overall closed loop system, the properties of the new method and its relation to Enns frequency weighted method, in addition to new stability results are 
MODEL REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Consider an nth-order linear time-invariant asymptotically stable continuous system with minimal realization (A, B, C) with system equations aṡ
where u ∈ R p , y ∈ R q , x ∈ R n are the input, output, and state, respectively. Also, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×p ,C ∈ R q×n are real valued matrices.
The controllability and observability grammians of system (2.1) can be defined respectively as
For an asymptotically stable system, the following Lyapunov equations are satisfied by the grammian matrices of (2.2).
It has been shown [12] that similarity transformation can be found such that the system is internally balanced, that is, the matrices P , Q are equal and diagonal
where σ i > σ i+1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 are the grammians singular values and are invariant under similarity transformation. Based on the order of magnitude of singular values, this balanced system and its corresponding grammians can be partitioned as below
It has been showed that if σ i ≫ σ i+1 , the subsystem (A 11 , B 1 , C 1 ) is a good reduced order approximation of the main full order system (A, B, C). This technique is called Balance Truncation (BT).
In Enns model reduction approach, instead of using equation (2.2) to define the controllability and observability grammians, input weight W i and output weight W 0 are added to the system and frequency weighted grammians are introduced. Figure 1 shows the structure of input and output weights on system. The goal is to minimize W 0 (G − G r )W i instead of G − G r for a specified norm · , where G and G r are the transfer functions of full and reduced order systems. This technique provides flexibility in selecting important frequency range.
Consider the input and output weights realization as
The Lyapunov equation for the realizations of (2.6) will be
The solutions of eqs. (2.7) are the frequency weighted controllability and observability grammians, and can be written as
For frequency weighted model reduction, P E and Q E as alternative controllability and observability grammians are equalized and diagonolized in a similar procedure as above to obtain a reduced order model. This method of balanced truncation is called frequency weighted balance truncation (FWBT). The method has been shown to preserve reduced order model stability for one sided weights (W i = I , W 0 = I or W i = I , W 0 = I ) [9] but no results are claimed for two sided weights. Enns has also shown that for controller reduction the weights
0 = I are good choices for controller reduction where K is the controller transfer function. These weights were obtained by using small gain theorem.
Lin and Chiu [1] showed that for FWBT, new grammians can be defined with two sided weights which can preserve stability. The grammians can be chosen as
Where P E , P 12 , P 22 , Q E , Q 12 and Q 22 are defined in (2.8) . This method guarantees the stability of reduced order model and can be used for two sided weights. The disadvantage of Lin method is that in forming GW i and W 0 G no pole-zero cancellation should occur and unfortunately with Enns weights for controller reduction this always happens.
In [3] , a new method was introduced to solve the problem of pole-zero cancellation in Lin's method. In this method, one can define new symmetric matrices as
By decomposing these two matrices as
where S and H are real diagonal matrices. One can define
Now, by writing Lyapunov equations with the newly defined vectors B and C as in (2.13), the solutions of these equations are the new controllability and observability grammians.
P andQ can be considered for model reduction. This method again guarantees the stability and preserves the performance for two sided weights, but no physical insight support the method. In [5] another new method is introduced in order to enhance the model reduction performance. Their method is obtained by combining Enns and Lin methods to incorporate the advantage of both techniques. The grammians of their method are defined as
(2.14)
These grammians are used for model reduction. If α c = α o = 0 , these grammians will be similar to Enns method and if α c = α o = 1 the grammians will be like what Lin introduced.
In [5, 8] were suggested weights W i = G(I + GK)
and W o = (I + GK) −1 as performance preserving weights; these weights are calculated by forming the K −K r and neglecting terms of second order of K −K r .
An alternative approach to model reduction method is Singular Perturbation Approximation (SPA) method; see [5] . In SPA, after transforming the system into the form of (2) (3) (4) (5) , the reduced order model can be calculated as
In SPA method, the DC gain of stable system is preserved. The conjunction of SPA and WBT leads to a new method which is named WBTSPA. This technique makes the approximation better in low frequency range and also preserves the stability.
All of the above mentioned methods are based on time-domain approaches, while in the new method which will be presented; the model reduction is performed in frequency-domain. The method is in the same line of [4] . In our method instead of performing the model reduction in the whole frequency range, only certain range of frequency which is of more importance will be considered. This frequency range can be selected to improve the reduction result. One advantage of the frequency domain approach for model reduction is that the weights can be two sided and even unstable and also for an unstable controller, the model reduction can be performed directly on the whole controller without decomposing it to stable and unstable parts at the expenses of lower accuracy.
CLOSED LOOP CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY GRAMMIANS OF CONTROLLER
In this section, new frequency domain characteristics based on energy distribution from the input to state and state to output view point are defined. These energy based characteristics which are called closed loop grammians of the controller will be used in this section for controller reduction.
Consider the closed loop system of Fig. 2 . In this figure, the transfer function of the plant, G(s) has a state space realization as equation (2.1). K(s) is a high order stable controllable and observable controller with state space realization asẋ
where x k ∈ R nc is a state vector, u k ∈ R q represents the input vector of the controller, and y k ∈ R q is the output of the controller with matrices A k , B k , and C k in the appropriate dimensions and r ∈ R q is the reference input of the closed loop system. The order of the plant is n and the order of controller is n c .
The distribution of energy for the closed loop system between any two points on Fig. 2 in frequency domain can be obtained by defining proper transfer functions between these two points. To define energy distribution between reference input r and controller state x k , consider the following equations
3)
The substitution of these equations results
Now, the energy distribution of the controller state from reference input can be calculated by performing the time integral. Its corresponding frequency integral (using Parsseval theorem) is given by
which corresponds to the state covariance matrix of controller K(s).
Assuming that the reference input is white noise, the new closed loop controllability grammian of the controller P kc is defined as
This grammian is called frequency-domain closed loop controllability grammian of controller, and will be used for controller order reduction. A similar interpretation for the controller state to the output of the closed loop system can be obtained. Consider the output of the closed loop system.
Then the energy distribution of output with respect to controller state can be written in time and frequency domains as
Again, by considering the input as white noise, the closed loop observability grammian of controller Q kc is defined as
This grammian is called frequency-domain closed loop observability grammian of controller, and together with P kc will be used for controller order reduction. Because most of the systems work in a certain frequency domain it is desirable to be able to tight the frequency domain and this can be easily done by limiting the frequency range of reference input signal. In this case, consider the input signal r(jω) which its energy density spectrum is mainly confined in frequency range [ω 0 , ω 1 ] and zero elsewhere; that is
So the new controller controllability and observability grammians in equations (3.6) and (3.9) can also be defined in frequency range
These frequency weighted grammians provide flexibility for designer to select proper frequency range for controller order reduction so they can be used instead of the infinite frequency grammian P kc and Q kc in the procedure of order reduction.
The following lemma shows that by using a similarity transformation on the newly defined grammians, the eigenvalues of these grammians will be invariant so they can be used for controller reduction.
Lemma 3.1. For a linear time-invariant controller (A k , B k , C k ) in a closed loop system as in Fig. 2 , under a coordinate transformation such as x k (t) = Tx k (t) the following properties hold i) The transformed closed loop controllability and observability grammians of the controller P kc , Q kc , satisfy the following relations
ii) The singular values of the product P kc and Q kc that is, σ i = λ i (P kc Q kc ) are invariant. iii) There exists a specific transformation T such that the closed loop controllability and observability grammians of controller can be diagonolized and equal, that is,
P r o o f . i) Using the transformation x k = Tx k or x k = T −1 x k , the transformed controller matrices will be
Using these matrices for P kc we have
where δω is the frequency range [ω 0 , ω 1 ], and where 
The second part for observability grammian can be proved similarly. ii) P kc Q kc = T −1 P kc Q kc T , and the result follows. iii) The proof is as the Moores, see [12] .
Based on lemma 3.1, the singular values of the closed loop controllability and observability grammians of the controller are invariant under similarity transformation therefore the following results will be obtained 1) There is a coordinate transformation which can balance grammians. The procedure for calculating the coordinate transformation is presented in [12] . 2) The magnitude of singular values represents the relative importance of the controller states from the closed loop system point of view. Based on the relative magnitude of singular value Σ f , the balanced controller and its grammians can be partitioned as
where A k11 and Σ f 1 are r × r (r < n c ) matrices. The system (A k11 , B k1 , C k1 ) is the reduced-order controller.
The following steps described an algorithm for the proposed controller reduction method 1) Calculate closed loop controllability and observability grammians P kc and Q kc in the desired frequency range, from equations (3.11), (3.12).
2) Find a similarity transformation T that makes the closed loop controller grammians balanced, that is, P kc = Q kc = Σ f . 3) Partition the transformed controller as equation (3.13) based on the magnitude of grammian singular values. The subsystem (A k11 , B k1 , C k1 ) is the reduced controller.
PROPOSED APPROACH

General Properties
Different interesting properties for the new method can be stated which are discussed in this section. The first property is the relation between the newly defined controller grammians in the closed loop system and the grammians of the closed loop transformation of Fig. 2 . For the closed loop system, one can write a realization as
(4.1) and the corresponding Lyapunov equations for this system can be written as
The solution of the first Lyapunov equation leads to
3) where P Gc is the closed loop controllability grammian of the plant which can be defined as in (3.11) except that the plant transfer function should be considered instead of controller transfer function,
An interesting observation is that the block (1-1) of P c is exactly the newly defined closed loop controllability grammian for controller. So for controller reduction of a closed loop system, one can easily use equation (3.10) instead of n + n c matrix of P c in frequency-weighted method. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the solution of the second Lyapunov equation in (4.2).
The second property is the relation between the new proposed method and frequency-weighted reduction of Enns. The closed loop system of Fig. 2 can be rearranged in the form of Fig. 3 where W i and W o can be obtained to be
By considering the KW i and W o K transfer functions, if one can calculate the controllability and observability grammians of frequency-weighted method of Enns as in (2.6); then the results will be exactly like (3.11) and (3.12). So the new method converges to Enns method but with new two sided weights W i and W o as defined in (4.4) . This equivalence between newly defined method and Enns technique can be shown by a commutative diagram as in Fig. 4 . This diagram shows that the new method is exactly like Enns but with new weights and in frequency domain when the frequency range goes to infinite. The following theorem describes the result of the previous property.
Theorem 4.1. The closed loop controller grammians of the new frequency domain controller reduction method (3.11) and (3.12) when the frequency range goes to infinite are equivalent to the grammians of Enns method with weights as defined in (4.4). P r o o f . A sketch of the proof is described above.
In comparing the computational effort for the Enns FWBT method and the new method, one can see that in the new method we have to solve n + n c Lyapunov equations while in the Enns method, we have to solve n + 2n c Lyapunov equations. These extra equations corresponds to the plant's states, therefore in this case, unstable plants will results an improper Lyapunov equations.
One benefit of the new method is that most systems work in a desired frequency domain. Therefore, the equations (3.11) and (3.12) can be calculated only in certain frequency range and this can be done by selecting the desired upper and lower bound of integral. The flexibility in choosing the frequency band can help to have more accurate results. Another advantage of this method is that when the weights are not stable or the controller is not stable we still can use the finite frequency range method but with less accuracy.
2 Stability
The stability property of the reduced order controller is an important issue which will be discussed in this subsection. Enns showed that frequency weighted balanced truncation result in a stable reduced order model when the weights are one sided, ie W i = I and W o = I or W i = I and W o = I . As we showed in this section, the new method is equivalent to Enns, therefore the stability of newly proposed method is already proved for one sided weights. Here, we will show that frequency-domain closed loop grammians P kc and Q kc satisfy Lyapunovtype equations, so that stability property of controller reduction method is verified. Because of equivalence with Enns, this result can be extended to show that frequency weighted reduction method of Enns yields a stable reduced model even with two sided weights.
Consider a stable band pass filter W (ω) as
Then, the finite frequency domain closed loop controllability grammian P kc in equation (3.11) can be written approximately aŝ
where W i is any desired weight or specific weight W i = (I + GK) −1 . Here, the range of integration has changed because of application of bandpass filter W (ω). Using Parsseval theorem, (4.6) can be rewritten in time domain as:
where the symbol ⊗ denotes time convolution. By forming the Lyapunov equation for the controllability grammian of the controller we have
where z = W ⊗ e A k t B k ⊗ W i . If the original controller is stable, the states of the controller converge to zero as time goes to infinity, so z(∞) → 0 and we have
So the controllability Lyapunov equation for controller is negative semi-definite. By a similar procedure, it can be shown that the observability Lyapunov equation for controller is also negative semi-definite, that is,
Since P kc and Q kc satisfy time Lyapunov equations (however with different B k and C k ), the stability of the reduced order controller is automatically guaranteed, see [13] . The following theorem mimics the stability result of the reduced order controller.
Theorem 4.2. For a stable, controllable and observable controller with stable input and output weights, the reduced order controller with grammians P kc and Q kc is stable.
P r o o f . The above described procedure proves the result.
In general, if the frequency bound is not finite, the frequency window W (ω) is not needed in stability proof and the stability of two sided weight model reduction for Enns technique can also be insured. In this section we present a numerical example to show the effectiveness of new method. The example is taken from [14] which the control design for the plant would lead to an unstable controller. The example highlight different aspects of the proposed method; in the first part is compared with other controller reduction methods to show a better error performance; the second part emphasizes the choice of input and output weight and at last the capability of method to deal directly with unstable controller reduction, instead of partitioning it to stable and unstable parts is shown. Consider the plant G(s) in Fig. 2 with a minimal realization as
Using the robust control technique, a controller with the following transfer function has been designed in [14] . The controller reduction with other methods has been performed and the error for different method is summarized in Tab with an error of H − H r ∞ = 7.4608 ; as it is clear the error is larger than the case of partitioning the controller. So, although direct implementation of method is applicable on the unstable controller, but it is not recommended.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new frequency based controller reduction method was proposed. The method was based on new frequency-domain controllability and observability grammians. The relation of this method and Enns was introduced and the stability of the method was discussed. The simulation results show the effectiveness of this method.
